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Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: ChessBase | Fritztrainer: Interaktives Videoschachtraining | Nisha
Mohota: Strengthen your chess foundationNo sweating over basics anymore!IM Nisha Mohota: "On
this DVD I show and explain elements of chess strategy and tactics every player should know. I offer
guidelines to steer you through the opening, show basic endgames, help you to understand
fundamental pawn structures, and explain principles and patterns of attack and defense.But to play
successfully, theory is not enough. It also helps to know a bit about chess psychology because even
the strongest players make mistakes. It is important to know how to deal with errors - errors of your
opponent and errors you make. Throughout the DVD I try to highlight two of the most important
elements of chess: the process of decision-making and how pawn structures shape the position and
help you to find the right plans. Finally, I talk about &apos;beauty&apos; in chess - after all, this is
what attracts me to the game."- Video running time: 6 h 05 min (English)- With interactive training
including video feedback- Including CB 12 Reader | Format: DVD-ROM | Language/Sprache: english |
76 gr | 194x134x11 mm.
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ReviewsReviews

An incredibly amazing book with perfect and lucid information. I was able to comprehended everything using this written e ebook. I realized this book from
my dad and i advised this ebook to understand.
-- Ha nk Ruecker  DDS-- Ha nk Ruecker  DDS

This ebook will be worth buying. It usually fails to price an excessive amount of. You wont feel monotony at whenever you want of your respective time
(that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you check with me).
-- Er nest V a nder vor t-- Er nest V a nder vor t
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